
S
ome of the world’s top marine mammal scientists and
researchers will be gathering on Saturna in late May where
they’ll participate in a unique, first-ever meeting to mark

the incredible progress that has been made in our
understanding and preservation of killer whales on the BC coast.

These scientists—both contemporary and pioneers—will be
on Saturna, May 24–26, at the ‘Moby Doll Orca Symposium:
Reflections on Change’; named in honor of Moby Doll, the killer
whale that made headlines around the world after its capture
off Saturna’s East Point Light Station nearly 50 years ago.

In those days, Vancouver Aquarium wanted to create an
accurate, life-sized model of a killer whale for display in its
galleries. The intent was to capture a killer whale and use the
carcass for the creation of the model. As a growing learning
centre, the Vancouver Aquarium wanted to share the world’s
best killer whale model.

On July 16, 1964 a team sponsored by the Vancouver
Aquarium that had been manning a harpoon gun for weeks on
the cliffs of their camp on East Point finally got their opportunity
when a pod of killer whales swam close to shore.

But the shot only wounded Moby Doll slightly and the
hunters quickly had a change of heart. Dr Murray Newman, the
Vancouver Aquarium’s founding director, immediately decided
to gently lead the wounded whale across Georgia Strait to
Vancouver Harbour where while under detailed study and
observation Moby Doll lived in captivity for 94 days before dying
from a skin infection.

The magnificent mammal’s passing was mourned like the
death of a close friend or relative but out of that remorse a new
scientific quest was born.

Moby Doll’s capture marked the beginning of scientific study,
and appreciation, of killer whales.

Over the ensuing years, for example, we’ve learned that
Orcinus orca is not the vicious, heartless killer it was thought to
be, but rather a remarkably intelligent and highly-socialized
animal now in dire need of protection and further
understanding.

‘Simply put, this is the symposium’s focus,’ says Richard
Blagborne of the Saturna Heritage Committee (SHC) which
along with the Saturna Island Marine Research and Education
Society (SIMRES) has organized the event.

‘We want the public to focus on the many good things that
have happened since Moby Doll’s capture in 1964, as well as
where we are now in the study of killer whales and where these
studies will take us in future,’ he adds.

Among the keynote scientists attending the three-day
symposium are Dr Murray Newman, the Vancouver
Aquarium’s founding curator who spearheaded the historic
Moby Doll capture and Dr Patrick McGeer, the well-known
former BC politician and renowned neurological researcher who
did the autopsy on Moby Doll in 1964.

Leading current orca scientists attending the symposium
include: Dr Ken Balcomb, Center for Whale Research, San Juan
Island, top expert on the Southern Resident Pods; Dr John Ford
who heads the Cetacean Research Program for the federal
Department of Fisheries Research Station at Nanaimo; and Dr
Lance Barrett-Lennard, who is the head marine mammal
researcher at Vancouver Aquarium. More information, and
perhaps a last minute ticket: www.saturnaheritage.ca. 0
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